<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanctuary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Capacity:**
- 870 guests seated without stage extension
- 816 guests seated with stage extension
- 280 guests seated in balcony level only
- artists/presenters onstage varies depending on stage setup

**Description and Features:**
- beautiful and historic main hall with excellent acoustics
- Romanesque byzantine architecture
- ideal for hosting performances, lectures, and beyond
- performance chairs and music stands available upon request
- grand piano and pipe organ instrument options available
- rolling acoustic shell and 3ft stage extension installations options available
- basic audio, lighting and video capabilities as outlined below
- blinds for all exterior windows

**General Concert/Event Rates:**
Corporate $180/hr + hst  
Non-Profit $150/hr + hst

**General Rehearsal Rates:**
Corporate $120/hr + hst  
Non-Profit $100/hr + hst

**Notes:** 3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.
## Lighting:
- All lights in the main hall are incandescent, and controlled by a 14 zone dimming system.
- 9 presets available on wall pad.
- Stage lights: 10 source fours (575 watts) controlled by 4 zones in dimming system.
- Please note: this provides general stage wash only.

## Electrical:
- Four 30amp (208/120Volt) outlets are available on the stage (rear stage right).
- Four 15amp 120volt U-ground outlets (on 2 circuits) are available on the stage (rear stage right).
- Two additional 30amp (208/120Volt) outlets at the rear of the main hall, in a separate storage area.

## Video:
- Dual rear projection video system with two 4000 Lumen Projectors (one screen each side of the stage).
- Retractable remote controlled screens.
- Video connection is wireless. A USB key with software to connect your laptop is available with refundable deposit. Detailed instructions can be downloaded here.
- Wireless connection to the projectors is available throughout the entire main hall, depending on the power of the wireless transmitter in your computer.
- Audio interface to laptop computer available (by request); audio connections available on stage or at FOH mix position.
- Free video app is available for iPad to display presentations on video screen (limitations of this app only allow this capability to be used on a single screen).

## Audio:
- (2) JBL AS2212 speakers with additional 2445J high frequency drivers (1 per side).
- 12" low frequency driver.
- High frequency drivers: 4" voice coil, 2" throtted horn.
- Main speakers controlled and processed by DBX Driverack model 260.
- Main speaker system is mono.
- Main speakers are powered by a 800 Watt per channel QSC amplifier, providing ample power for most acoustic and small band shows. If extended low frequency response is required, additional subwoofers can be integrated into the system (this can be evaluated on a per-show basis).
- Main hall is equipped with induction loop system for hearing aid users.

### Two input systems:
- Automatic voice system in rack located in balcony - Shure SCM810 automated mixer.
- 8 Inputs.
- 1 wireless lavaliere microphone.
- 2 Beta58A Wireless Handheld Vocal Mics.
- 1 Small Diaphragm Condenser Podium Mic.
- 4 Wired mic jacks located across front edge of stage.
- Wireless lav and podium mic are processed with 31 Band EQ, and DBX266XL compressor.
- Cassette deck for recording.
- Aux input for music playback/CD player (not supplied).

### Live music system located on main floor:
- Mackie SR24-4 - 24 channels, but only 16 channel microphone inputs on stage.
- Wireless headset mic: Samson UHF with Countryman WCM-16 condenser mic.
- 2 monitor mixes, through dual 31 band EQ.
- 4 monitor speakers on stage. Community MVP28 (2 Way, 150 Watts).
- Monitor mixes driven by QSC701 amplifier (150W/Ch @8 ohms).
- 2 Shure SM58 vocal mics.
## Woodside Hall

**Dimensions:**
- approximate dimensions 38 x 68 ft

**Capacity:**
- varies depending on setup
- lecture style setup < 150
- standing reception < 225

**Description and Features:**
- large windows, high ceilings and great natural light
- ideal lecture or reception space
- access to private garden (seasonal)
- tables and chairs available by request
- grand piano instrument options available
- adjacent to bookable large kitchen for catering and hospitality requirements
- Woodside Hall is recommended to be booked alongside large concert events in the sanctuary for pre or post lobby area for patrons
- blinds for all exterior windows and doors, fluorescent lighting in two zones

**Audio and Video:**
- 4 Electro-Voice ZX-1 Speakers, 2 at each end of the room. They can be switched on/off. In pairs to allow set-up at either end of the room. Or if required, all 4 speakers can be active at once.
- 1 Shure wireless handheld microphone, model ULX-SM58, 2 wired mics
- Stanton single disc CD player
- Line input for external audio devices (MP3 players, DVD etc - not provided)
- Laptop audio interface - audio connection available for laptop computer
- 12' video screen (front projection, ceiling mounted at South end of room)
- Portable LCD projector

**General Rates:**
- Corporate $120/hr + hst
- Non-Profit $100/hr + hst

**Notes:**
3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.

---

As of August 15, 2019
Woodside Kitchen

Dimensions:
- approximate dimensions 26 x 17 ft (main kitchen), 12 x 16 ft (servery)

Capacity:
- maximum capacity of 20

Description and Features:
- equipment available to prepare meals for medium-sized groups of 150-200
- there are 2 residential stoves, and 2 residential microwaves
- there are 6 sinks, and 1 high capacity industrial dishwasher
- there is 1 double-wide refrigerator, and 1 chest freezer
- user groups are required to bring their own service ware and prep materials
- various existing and clearly labelled service ware, utensils, 1 residential refrigerator, and 1 residential freezer are not owned by CDCC and are therefore not able to be used when renting the kitchen space
- the kitchen connects directly to Woodside Hall through a servery area

General Rates:
Corporate $60/hr + hst ($30 when booked with Woodside Hall)
Non-Profit $50/hr + hst ($25 when booked with Woodside Hall)

Notes: 3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.
Chapel

Dimensions:
- approximate dimensions to follow

Capacity:
- varies depending on setup
- lecture style setup < 60

Description and Features:
- stained glass and wood features
- ideal green room or meeting space
- tables and chairs available upon request
- easy access to stage right entrance in main hall and adjacent Woodside Hall
- the Chapel is recommended to be booked alongside large concert events in the sanctuary as a large dress or volunteer room

General Rates:
Corporate $60/hr + hst
Non-Profit $50/hr + hst

Notes: 3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.
Dimensions:
- approximate dimensions to follow

Capacity:
- meeting setup < 10

Description and Features:
- natural light, fireplace and wood features
- high ceilings
- ideal green room or meeting space
- table and leather chairs remain in the space
- extra tables and chairs available upon request
- easy access to stage right entrance in main hall
- the Library is recommended to be booked alongside concert events in the sanctuary as a guest or solo artist green room

General Rates:
Corporate $18/hr + hst
Non-Profit $15/hr + hst

Notes: 3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.
Parlour / Room 7

Dimensions:
- approximate dimensions 28 x 25 ft (parlour), 32 x 24 ft (room 7)

Capacity:
- varies depending on setup
- lecture style setup < 75
- standup reception < 140

Description and Features:
- comfortable and cozy rooms that are currently booked together
- ideal reception room or meeting space
- flexible couch chairs and cushioned chairs remains in the space
- extra tables and chairs available upon request
- grand piano available as an option in the booking
- accordion-style door can easily define or separate the two rooms
- small kitchenette included with the space
- wheelchair access only through room 7
- the Parlour / Room 7 is recommended to be booked alongside concert events in the sanctuary for smaller pre or post concert receptions

General Rates:
Corporate $78/hr + hst
Non-Profit $65/hr + hst

Notes: 3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.
Dimensions:
- approximate dimensions to follow

Capacity:
- varies depending on setup
- lecture style setup < 60
- classroom style setup < 25

Description and Features:
- spacious multi-purposes flex spaces
- ideal for classes or meeting space
- extra tables and chairs available upon request
- access to small shared kitchenette on same level

General Rates:
Corporate $30/hr + hst
Non-Profit $25/hr + hst

Notes: 3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.
Dimensions:
- approximate dimensions to follow

Capacity:
- varies depending on setup
- lecture style setup < 120
- classroom style setup < 50

Description and Features:
- spacious multi-purposes flex spaces, currently booked together
- ideal for classes or meeting space
- extra tables and chairs available upon request
- access to small shared kitchenette on same level
- accordion-style door can easily define or separate the two rooms

General Rates:
Classroom 15 - Corporate $30/hr + hst
Classroom 15 - Non-Profit $25/hr + hst
Classroom 16 - Corporate $30/hr + hst
Classroom 16 - Non-Profit $25/hr + hst

Notes: 3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.
# Classroom 17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions:</th>
<th>Capacity:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- approximate dimensions 32 x 24 ft</td>
<td>- varies depending on setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- lecture style setup &lt; 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- classroom style setup &lt; 35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description and Features:**
- spacious multi-purposes flex spaces
- ideal for classes or meeting space
- extra tables and chairs available upon request
- access to small shared kitchenette on same level

**General Rates:**
- Corporate $42/hr + hst
- Non-Profit $35/hr + hst

**Notes:** 3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.
Boardroom 2A

Dimensions:
- approximate dimensions to follow

Capacity:
- varies depending on setup
- meeting or classroom setup < 20

Description and Features:
- multi-purposes flex space
- ideal for classes or meeting space
- extra tables and chairs available upon request
- access to small shared kitchenette on same level

General Rates:
Corporate $24/hr + hst
Non-Profit $20/hr + hst

Notes: 3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.
Fellowship Hall

Dimensions:
- approximate dimensions 40 x 40 ft

Capacity:
- varies depending on setup
- lecture style setup < 120
- standup reception < 150

Description and Features:
- large and spacious multi-purposes flex space
- ideal large classroom or small presentation space
- tables and chairs available by request
- grand piano instrument option available
- adjacent to bookable large kitchen for catering and hospitality requirements

Audio and Video:
- 2 EV speakers installed on the west wall and can be used with a portable PA system available as a booking option
- portable video projection screen and LCD projector possible

General Rates:
Corporate $96/hr + hst
Non-Profit $80/hr + hst

Notes: 3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.
**Fellowship Kitchen**

**Dimensions:**
- approximate dimensions to follow

**Capacity:**
- maximum capacity of 20

**Description and Features:**
- equipment available to prepare meals for medium-sized groups of 80-100
- there are 2 residential stoves, and 1 residential microwaves
- there are 2 sinks, and 1 residential refrigerator
- user groups are required to bring their own service ware and prep materials
- various existing and clearly labelled service ware, utensils, 1 residential refrigerator, and 1 residential freezer are not owned by CDCC and are therefore not able to be used when renting the kitchen space
- the kitchen connects directly to Fellowship Hall

**General Rates:**
- Corporate $60/hr + hst ($30 when booked with Fellowship Hall)
- Non-Profit $50/hr + hst ($25 when booked with Fellowship Hall)

**Notes:**
3 hour minimum booking required for all bookings and 5 hour minimum booking required for all concert bookings, user groups must include time for deliveries, setup and strike. All rates are subject to updates and revisions.